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Attractive non-mimetic
stimuli in Cuckoo Cuculus
canorus eggs
FERNANDO ALVAREZ Estaaon Biolog/ca de DoAana CSIC,
Apfdo postal 1056, 541080 Sevflla, Spain

Although thc Cuckoo Citcuiits cmioni\ parJ5itixs \ ariou5
s p t w t . i of passrriiic. birds, as a species it apparent11
cc>iiipri\<sm m i iaccs o r gentes (Baker 1912, hloksnes 8
Rnshaft 1 WS), :hi temales of e a c h gens fa\ ouring lust o n e
and I a i i n g eggs of constant t)pe Cuckoo
c\ t,lopc.J releition of unlike ( ~ g g \(Dai ies I"\
Kroohi 1 OW iiroiln et (11 IWO, hIoksnt.5 et nl 1WO)
7his in turn ha\ resulted in niimicr\ i n the eggs laid b i the
( IICLOO these match niorc or less dicuiatt'l\, those of
thcii pcirtiiular hosts (Xli 1'13 1, Brooke & Da\ ies 1c)P8)
,\part from t i i t s acceptance of niodcl eggs of their OTI n
q1n5 ot C u c k o o ~ n d
the rclcition of models ot other
lit<<
it13 soine t.\ccption
(Brooke Y D'n ies 1088,
I I ~ i i\rt
Broo1\( IYX8) a n d the greAt eftect on aciept d i i c l 1 8 t ~ h i ,mit'hliti of the pa\serine species as hosts
j l h i t i & lirooLc l t ) W M(7bnes et 1'1 10)90), no attempt
hd\ hc i 11 ~ ~ i to
~ dtr\t
t ~thc respon\c O* hosts to the
nt in the Cuckoo egg
d ~ t l ift \ ~m u~i l
Thl t,act t h a t C u ~ k o oegg3 do not a l l j a y s mimic tht.
host \ i g g \ e n ilosch and are still accepted b\ the host
(Rrooht L Daiies 1058, hloksnes X Rnskaft lq8[),
Brich,iiithciut lLP)3)suggests that a cops of the host s egg
in t'\ ci \ detail m a \ not alu a)s result from the eiolutionan process It.ading to acceptance of t h r parasite's eggs
b\ th, hoit\
On the othcr hand, certain colour teatures not found in
the egg5 of another specie5 of Cuckoo, the Great Spotted
Ciickoo C%rnutor g h ~ h i i (egg
r
colouretl plain \z hite or
\ \ hite hackground n i t h black dots), \$ere found to be
more rffcctn c than the colour stimuli prrsent i n natural
Great Spotted CucAoo eggs, such features released acceptancv m d incubation b l the host (Magpie Pica pica,
Aharc./ rt i d iS76) This result u o u l d suggest a prefercncc nilire for ( ontrast than tor an) definite colours of the
egg'
If prraterenct. for certaip 1 I\ual stimuli b, the host \vere
the main selectiLe force in the process of attaining egg
acceptance and if hosts favoured certain unnatural stimuli, thtm the result of selection (the parasite's egg) izould
not be exact copies of the host's eggs, but the one
producing the highest acceptance
'J h<*R u f ~ ~Rush
i s Chat Cercotnclzas gulactotes IS regularh pa-asiti~ed[27"0) by the Cuckoo in southern Spain
k i i w \rc era1 mechanisms of coevolution between the
t u o yTccies haLe heen demonstrated (Alvarez 1993,
l W 4 a 1994b, 1Y94c, 199h), among them Cuckoo egg
rclectinn (47'1.1 of nests naturally parasitized and 61%
of thow artificialh parasitized when the Cuckoos were
prestw in the area) and egg-mimicry
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Although 3O0%of Cuckoo and Rufous Bush Chat eggs
are very similar in background colour, the Cuckoo egg can
be readily distinguished by the human observer; it has
darker and fewer spots, which give it a paler and more
contrasted appearance. Since this colour pattern would
suggest a n adaptation in the Cuckoo egg not based on
mimicry but o n response by the host to favoured stimuli,
I have tried to isolate some of the factors by testing thc
response of R u f k ~ Rush
s
Chats to pale and contrasted egg
models.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

The esperiment was carried out in a lowland area i n
southern Spain during the breeding seasons of 1995-97
and during the period when the Cuckoos are present in
the area (from the beginning of May to the middlr of.

July).
T h e study plot (1226 ha) is an agricultural vineyard
area, lvith small patches dedicated to kitchen gardens,
vegetable grolving, interspersed with densely growing
firuit trees, greenhouses and few remnants of the natural
1-egrtation (cork oaks, grasses, forbs and reeds)
The number of female Cuckoos in the study area was
probably more than ten and the density of Rufous Bush
Chat breeding pairs was about one pair per 2 ha.
To determine the Rufous Bush Chat response to
oological characteristics, one of t h e host's eggs was
replaced b v i t h a model egg in the afternoon during cgglaying (Lvith at least two eggs i n the nest) or in the first
2 days of incubation. Each nest received only one egg
model. The state of the nest was subsequently recorded
on the first day and then every second day (in total for at
least five days). T h e introduced model egg was considered
to have been accepted if it remained in the nest being
incubated lvith the rest of the clutch and was considered
to have been rejected if the birds abandoned their nest,
damaged the model egg or ejected it from the nest.
Model eggs were of the same size (23 m m x 17 mm),
shape and weight (3.3 g) as natural Cuckoo eggs. They
were made of silicone, with a thin layer of plaster covered
with acrylic paint and coated with varnish to obtain a
glossy surface similar to that of natural eggs.
Of the total number of model eggs tested, 2 0 were
'perfectly mimetic' (their colour and pattern imitated
those of Rufous Bush Chat eggs; background: 5.0 Y X/2;
dark spots: 7.5 YR 3/6; light spots: 7.5 YR 5/5;Munsell
Color 1943). The results attained in this study were
compared with those obtained by Alvarez (1996) in
1993/94 in the same area and following the same procedure during the period of presence of Cuckoos in the area,
when 26 model eggs exactly like the ones used in the
present study but whose colour was 'partly mimetic',
since they imitated that of natural Cuckoo eggs (background: 1 0 Y 8/1; dark spots: 7.5 YR 4/4; light spots: 7.5
YR 6/4). O u t of the 26 nests tested, the Rufous Bush
Chats accepted the model egg in ten of them and reject-
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Table 1. Number and percentage of nests in which Rufous Bush Chats accepted and rejected model eggs of various colours:
perfectly mimetic (coloured like Rufous Bush Chat eggs), partly mimetic (coloured like Cuckoo eggs) and non-mimetic (plain white and
white background with black spots).
~~

Mimetic

Non-mimetic

Perfect!y mimetic

Partly mimetic
(Alvarez 1996)

Plain white

White background
and black spots

18 (9OYo)
2 (10%)

1 0 (38%)
16 (62%)

24 (80%)
6 (20%)

20 (83%)
4 (17%)

~~

Accepted
Rejected

ed it in the other 16 (ns, binomial test). The colour of the
other 54 model eggs was ‘non-mimetic’: 30 of them were
plain white (N /9), 24 had a white background (N /9)
with black spots (N 0.754, whose size and distribution on
the surface of the egg model imitated those of spots in
natural Cuckoo eggs.

RESULTS
The type of egg model (perfect mimetic controls whose
colour imitated that of Rufous Bush Chat eggs, partly
mimetic controls coloured like natural Cuckoo eggs, nonmimetic plain white and also non-mimetic white
background with black spots) is not independent of its
= 10.96, P < 0.001; Table 1).
acceptance or rejection
Whereas the partly mimetic egg models were not
preferentially accepted or rejected (Alvarez 1996), the
perfectly mimetic ones, and the non-mimetic plain white
and white with black spots, were accepted significantly
more often than rejected ( P = 0.001, P = 0.002, P =
0.002, respectively; binomial test).
Perfectly mimetic model eggs were more often accepted than the partly mimetic ones (x*,
= 10.53, P < 0.01).
When the frequencies of acceptance and rejection of
control model eggs were compared with those obtained
for non-mimetic models, both the egg models coloured
plain white and white background with black dots were
more often accepted than the partly mimetic models
( ~ 2=
, 11.9, P < 0,001;
= 12.4, P < 0.001, respectively), and accepted as well as the perfectly mimetic models
(ns, Fisher test). Neither type of non-mimetic model was
preferentially accepted or rejected (ns, Fisher test).

(x23

x*,

DISCUSSION
Rufous Bush Chats are apparently unable (or almost
unable) to distinguish between their own eggs and the
perfectly mimetic model eggs, but since approximately
the same effect is obtained with definite non-mimetic
models, the parasite could take advantage of the hosts’
preference for certain visual stimuli and develop nonmimetic but attractive colour patterns on their eggs,
rather than matching exactly the hosts’ eggs.
The pale and contrasting appearance of natural Cuckoo
eggs would suggest that the suggested strategy is at work

for the particular host-parasite system.
If the preference by Rufous Bush Chats towards white
and highly contrasting eggs is the only selective force
affecting the egg colour of its particular gens of Cuckoo,
why has the parasite not developed perfect black dots on
a white eggshell?
Among other pressures, predation is the most likely to
set an upper limit to background paleness and dot contrast
(Cott 1957). Although black dots would also help visually by breahng up the egg surface and outline, a white
background and very high contrast would probably attract
more attention from potential nest predators than a
darker background with brown spots, since both elements
would match more closely the reflectance of the mosaic
of colour patches in the egg surroundings,
The fact that the two host species that react positively
to white and black dots on white egg models (the Rufous
Bush Chat and the Magpie) are parasitized by cuckoos
(the Cuckoo and the Great Spotted Cuckoo, respectively)
that lay eggs paler than the hosts’ suggests that the two
cuckoo species are using the strategy of producing attractive stimuli, rather than the egg-mimicry strategy. The
mechanism will doubtless be different for Cuckoo gentes
with eggs darker than their hosts’ (four of five gentes
analysed by Brooke & Davies 1988). As suggested by the
information provided by Brooke and Davies (1988) and in
the same way as ground hue of Cuckoo and hosts’ eggs is
positively correlated (Moksnes & Rerskaft 1995), this is
probably so for lightness.
Furthermore, the preference for contrasting dots on the
eggs is not restricted to host species. Herring Gulls Lams
argentatus and Ringed Plovers Charadnus hiaticula are
highly attracted by stimuli consisting of egg models with
dark or black dots on a light or white background
(Baerends 1962, Koehler & Zagarus 1937 in Tinbergen
1953) and perhaps the preference is not uncommon
in birds. If this were the case, parasites laying highly
contrasting eggs would have at their disposal a greater
array of host species, which would not be available as
egg acceptors if the parasite followed the strategy of
producing mimetic eggs.
An additional, unresolved question is why birds should
prefer contrasting colour patterns in their eggs. The
response to highly contrasting stimuli may be quite common in various contexts (e.g. to an unnaturally thin and
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